Enterprise Analytics
(Also known as Pyramid Analytics or BI Office)
Dicing in the dashboard in Enterprise Analytics
How can you Dice in the dashboard in Enterprise Analytics?

What is Dicing? Think of the data you are looking at as a cake or a pie. Slicing means you only want a portion of the cake/pie. Dicing means that you only want a bite.

Let’s take a look at the NAU Daily Enrollment Dashboard. On the Campus Related tab, we have sliced the Residency Description to “Resident”:

Since this is a Global Slicer, all of the panels on the Campus Related tab changed to reflect ONLY resident students. To confirm the change, users can look at the panel header. In this case, the header identifies ONLY Resident students. Slicing mastered. 😊
From the resident population, let’s say you want to know how many of the Yuma students are female? This is where you would right click on YUMA.

Select Dice, Gender, Gender Description, Gender Description:
The YUMA Gender Results:

You have successfully mastered dicing.

If you run into any issues accessing the dashboard, contact Enterprise Analytics at: Ph: (928) 523-1511 or analytics@nau.edu